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On the Unimodality of some Partition Polynomials 
A. M. ODL YZKO AND L. B. RICHMOND 
It is shown that for a wide class of sequences {a;} of positive integers, the polynomials 
• N 
n (1 + x 4 , ) = L bkx k, 
i - I k=O 
are almost unimodal; i.e. there is a constant A, independent of n, such that bA "" bA + 1 "" • .• "" bK 
and bK ;;. bK +1 ;;. • •• ;;. bN - A , where K = N/2 or (N + 1)/2. Among the sequences {a;} to which 
this result applies are the sequences given by ak = f(k) , where f(x) is a polynomial with integer 
coefficients such that for every prime p there is an integer k with p )' f(k) . 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note we prove the unimodality of a class of polynomials of the form 
where {ai}~1 IS a non-decreasing sequence of positive integers. To be more precise, if 
n N n 
n (1 + x a,) = L bkxk, N= L ai, 
i= 1 
(1.1) 
i = 1 k=O 
then we show that under suitable conditions on the infinite sequence {ai}' if n is large 
enough then the bk are unimodal with the possible exception of a bounded initial segment, 
i.e. bA ".. bA + 1 ".. •• • ".. bK and bK ;;:. bK + 1 ;;:.· •• ;;:. bN - A , where A is some fixed constant and 
K = N/2 or (N + 1)/2. The polynomials in (1.1) are easily seen to be symmetric, i.e. 
bk = bN - k for k = 0,1, ... , N. 
The bk in (1.1) equals the number of partitions of k into summands taken from 
at, ... , an of the form 
n 
k = L 8 ja i, 81 =0 or 1, i=1 
so that repetitions are allowed only to the extent that those ai such that ai-1 '# ai = ai+1 = 
... = ai+J-1 '# aj+J may be repeated up to J times. 
The polynomials 
were first shown to be unimodal by Entringer [2] by an analytical method extending the 
arguments of van Lint [6]. The polynomials 
(1.2) 
can also be proved to be unimodal by the same method, as we shall show in Section 3. 
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However the first published proof of the unimodality of the polynomials (1.2) due to 
Hughes [3] relied on Lie algebra results. The most general result of this type has been 
given by Stanley [9] (based upon a deep result of Dynkin [1]), which we state for the 
sake of completeness. We first require a little notation. Let R denote a root system of 
rank n [4, chapter 4]. Let {al. a2, . .. , an} be a base of R and let R+ denote the positive 
roots of R. Every vector f3 E R+ can be written uniquely in the form 
n 
f3 = L aiai 
i~l 
(1.3) 
where ai is a non-negative integer. Let xiJ = X~1 ••• x:" where Xl. X2, ••• , Xn are indepen-
dent indeterminates and f3 is given by (1.3). Let 
P(R; Xl. X2, ••• , xn ) = IT (1- x 13 ). 
iJER+ 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a root system of rank n and let ml. m2, . .. , mn be any positive 
integers. Then 
P(R; qm" qm2 , ••• , qm") 
P(R ; q, q, ... , q) 
is a symmetric unimodal polynomial in the variable q with non-negative integer coefficients. 
Hughes' result about the unimodality of the polynomials (1.2) is the case R = en [4, 
chapter 4] , ml = m2 = ... = mn-l = 1, mn = 2 of Theorem 1. Stanley [9] gives other 
interesting applications of this theorem to combinatorics, including a proof of the well 
known result that the Gaussian coefficients are unimodal. Other interesting applications 
of Lie algebras to combinatorics are given by Lepowsky [5]. 
While Theorem 1 is very powerful, it applies only to very special sequences {ail. In 
particular, if {ail is a sequence for which the polynomials of the form (1.1) are unimodal 
by Theorem 1 and we perturb {ail even very slightly (say by adding a single element), 
then Theorem 1 will in general not apply at all to the perturbed sequence. Of course, 
unimodality of polynomials of the form (1.1) cannot be preserved under arbitrary 
perturbations of the ai, but it seems reasonable to expect that if the perturbation is slight, 
and occurs among the higher terms, then unimodality should persist. 
In this note we prove a very general unimodality result for polynomials of the form 
(1.1) which is insensitive to small perturbations of the ai. In Section 2 we show that the 
suitable conditions on the {ail whieh imply unimodality are the following two conditions 
of K. F. Roth and G. Szekeres [8]: 
(I) 
(II) 
I· log ak . 0 1m -I k = sexists, s > , 
k-oo og 
(where Ilxll = the distance of x from the nearest integer). Before stating our results 
precisely we point out that Roth and Szekeres [8] showed that the following sequences 
among many others satisfy conditions (I) and (II): 
(i) ai = Pi, where Pi is the ith prime number; 
(ii) ai = fU), where f(x) is a polynomial which takes only integral values for integral 
x and has the property that corresponding to every prime p there exists an integer 
x such that p{ f(x). 
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(iii) ai = f(Pi), where f(x) is a polynomial which takes only integral values for integral 
x and has the property that corresponding to every prime p there exists an x such 
that p..t xf(x). 
All O-terms and asymptotic relations in our results shall hold for n ~ 00 and in Section 
2 all estimates and inequalities may only hold for n sufficiently large. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose {aJ satisfies conditions (I) and (II) above. Then there is a 
constant A (depending only on {ail but on n) such that A < k ~ NI2 implies bk - 1 < bk 
(hence bk > bk + 1 for NI2 ~ k ~ N - A by the symmetry about NI2). Furthermore if a is 
defined to be the unique positive solution of 
k = £ ai(l + eaa,)-l 
i=l 
then 
1 
bk -(27T i~l at eaa'(1+eaaT2)-> exp(ak+i~110g(1+e-aa,») 
provided k goes to infinity with n. 
The proof of this theorem is substantially simpler than the proof of Theorem 2 in 
Roth-Szekeres [8]. While we borrow some ideas from the Roth-Szekeres paper in Section 
2, there are significant differences besides the fact that we are aiming for a unimodality 
result. In our proof it is necessary to consider two cases, depending upon whether k is 
near NI2 or not. Hence we first prove a special case of Theorem 2 in which the asymptotic 
behaviour of bk can be described simply without introducing the a of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose {ail satisfies conditions (I) and (II) above. The maximum value 
b ofbk over k is achieved only at k = NI2 if N is even and at exactly two values k = NI2 ± ~ 
if N is odd. Let 
n 
Bn = Lat. 
i=l 
Then bk > bk + 1 if 0 ~ k - NI2 = O(B~ log! n). Also if L > 0 is any constant then for 
Ik - NI21 ~ LB~ log! n we have 
Finally, if M > 0 is any constant, then there is a constant L = L(M) such that if 
Ik - NI2\;;;' LB~ log! n, 
then 
Results somewhat similar to ours in Section 2 have been obtained by Szekeres [10] 
and E. M. Wright ([11, 12]). Another analytic method was used in [7] to prove the 
unimodality of a different collection of partition sequences. We are indebted to R. Stanley 
for pointing out references [2] and [6] and to V. Deodhar for explaining the Lie algebra 
results required for the proof of Theorem 1. 
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2. THE GENERAL CASE 
In this section all relations will generally hold only for n sufficiently large depending 
upon the sequence {aj}. c and e shall refer to positive constants (but not always the same 
constants) but e shall only be used in those relations which hold for e any positive constant. 
We now prove Theorem 3. We suppose that the sequence {aj} satisfies conditions (I) 
and (II) and let s be defined by (I). Let us suppose N is even as N odd involves only 
very minor differences. Let 
so that 
Then 
and so 
n N 
Pn(X) = n (1+x a;)= L bkXk j=1 k=O 
Pn(e21Ti~=e1TiNIi2n ii cos(1rajlJ). 
j=1 
,. 
2: 
bk = f Pn(e21Ti~e-21TiklidlJ 
-! 
, 
2: 
=2n f exp(1TiNlJ-21TiklJ) j~1 cos(1TajlJ)dlJ 
l. 
-2 
, 
2: 
bNl2+m = 2n+l f c6s(21TlJm) j~1 cos(1TajlJ) de. 
-! 
This equation defines bNl2+m = b(m) for all real m and 
, 
2: 
b'(m)=~b(m)=-2n+21Tf lJsin(21Tem) ii cos(1TajlJ)dlJ. (2.1) 
am j=1 
o 
Next we show that if 0:0;;; m = O(B~ log! n) then b'(m) < o. Let 
- 2 -n-2b'(m)/ 1T = 11 + 12 + 13 
(22) 
By (I) we have log aj - slog j. Suppose t~ n 1-I/(M.), where M is a constant satisfying 
both M > 4 and Ms ~ 2. Then 
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Therefore 
and so 
log cos( 1Ta/J) .;;; -en -2J M -'. 
Since Icos( 1Tajl1) I .;;; 1 for j.;;; n I-IJ(Ms) 
t~\ cOS(1TalJ)J .;;;exp(-en. n-2JM- E ) <exp(-en!). 
Since fJ sin(21TfJm)';;; 21TfJ 2 m, we have 
12 = O{m e -en! (2.3) 
In the range (2an )-I.;;; fJ.;;;! we have 
leos( 1TajfJ) I .;;;1- ellaj fJl12, 
hence 
Thus 
19 cos( 1Taj fJ) I.;;; e -eLi_tllaj8112. 
By (II) this is .;;;exp( -M log n), VM>O hence 
M>O. (2.4) 
We next turn to It. By (I) it follows that 
n n n 
~ .2s+. >- ~ 2 >- ~ .2s-. 
'- ] ~ '- aj ~ '- ] , 
j=1 j=1 j=1 
hence log Bn = log Lf=1 aT - (25 + 1) log n and similarly if we define Cn = Lf=1 aj then 
log Cn - (35 + 1) log n. 
Now 
and 
222 
( ) 1T a j fJ O{ 3 3} log cos 1Taj fJ = 2 + a j fJ . (2.5) 
, 
Let fJo = n -S-12. Then 
(2.6) 
We write 
80 (1Tan )- t 
II = J + J = I~ + r{. (2.7) 
o 60 
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hence 
and 
and so 
Thus from Equations (2.1)-(2.8) we have 
'rIM>O. 
If we substitute x = 7T2- ! B~ f} in (2.1) and use (2.5), we obtain 
Xo 
[ ' 2+0(n -~+') f . (A ) - x2 d 1 = 2 X sm x e x, 
7T Bn 
o 
Xo 
Furthermore, it is well known that 
00 
f . (A ) -x2 d A J;. -A2/ 4 X sm x e x = -4- e . 
o 
Hence from (2.9)-(2.12) we have 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
-b'(m)2-n - 2 m - 1 =.J!:. B~~ e-2m2B;'(1 + O(n -~+'»+ O(n - M) for any M> O. 
7T 
In a very similar fashion one can show that 
n.J-
b(m) = g e -2m 2 / B n (1 + O(n - ~+' » + O(n - M). 
(7TBn) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
Since exp( -2m 2 B~l» n -c if m = O(B~ log! n), Theorem 3 now follows immediately 
from (2.9), (2.13) and (2.14) with m = k - N12. 
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 2. From Cauchy's theorem 
bk = 21 . 1: x -k-l IT (1 + x ai ) dx, 
7Tl j j=1 
C 
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where C is any circle enclosing the origin. Upon letting x = e -a+i8 we obtain 
This defines bk for all real k and 
e ",k-ik8 IT (1 + e -",aj+iaj8) d8. 
j=l 
b'(k)=~b =J... f 
ak k 217' 
n (a - i8) e",k-ik8 n (1 +eaaj+i8a,) d8. 
j=1 
Thus, if we show, with 
-'1T 
f e",k-ik8 IT (1 +e-aa/+i8ai)d8, j-1 
-'1T 
75 
that 11 + h > 0 then we will have that bk is a monotone increasing function (11 = abk , 
hence both II and 12 are real). 
In view of Theorem 3 it is sufficient to consider the range k ",,; N/2 - B~ log~ n. Clearly 
the sum in the defining relation of a is a decreasing function of a hence a ;;;0; ao where 
We now verify that ao-4B~! log! n. Now if a -4B~! log~ n, then 
O( -!+2e I = n log' n) =0(1), 
(again using condition (I)). Hence 
1 + e",a j = 2+aa· + O(a2a~) I I , 
the O-constant being independent of j. Thus 
and so with 
~--I-=~....!.--~a·+ a ~a· n a· n a· a n 2 0( 2 n 3) 
'- aa. i.. i.. J '- J' j=11+e ' j=12 4 j - 1 j=1 
Cn = £ at 
j=1 
a = 4B~! log! n + O(CnB~2 log n) 
=4B~! log! n(1+0(n-l+ e )) 
and thus a satisfies the defining relation for aQ. 
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Since ao is determined uniquely by the defining relation this shows that ao-
4 log! nB-;'! . Thus 
a>n - S -!- . for k'!S;N/2-B~ log! n . (2.15) 
One may use the analysis of Roth and Szekeres [8] to estimate II and h however we 
include the following analysis in the interests of completeness and also because although 
it is less precise it seems somewhat simpler than that of [8]. 
We use the following basic results which may be established easily. 
LEMMA 2.1 . If a and a are positive real numbers, then 
If aa ~ 1, then 
1
1 + e -aa+i6a
I
2 = 1-2eaa (1- cos (Ja) 
1 +e aa (1 +eaa )2 . 
(
1 + - aa+i6, 
log l:e aa _)=O(e- aa ) . 
e Iau 2a u e 3 3 -aa 1 + -aa+i6~ . a I 2a2 aa 
10g( 1 +e aa = 1 +eaa - (1 +eaa)2+ O(a (J e ). 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
Suppose now that a is defined as in Theorem 2. Define H to be the largest integer 
j '!S; n such that aaJ'!S; 1. We shall now prove the following estimates. 
If we let 
then we also have 
log k -log ( I a i) - (s + 1) log H as H -+ 00. j",H 
n 
C ' = '" 3 e-aaj n L... a] , 
j = 1 
log B~ -log( I aT) - (2s + 1) log H, j",H 
log C~ -log( I ai) -(3s + 1) log H. 
j"'H 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
We only give the proof of (2.19) as the proofs of (2.20) and (2.21) are very similar. We 
have 
'" '" aj 1 '" L... aj~ L... -- -a ~-- L... aj. j .. H j .. Hl+e j l+ej" H 
Since log aj - slog j, this implies that 
(s + 1) log H -log( I aj) -log( I 1 aj aa .) j",H j""H +e ' 
thus if H = n we have (2.19). If H < n then aaH+l> 1, aaH '!S; 1 so log a - -s log Has 
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H ~ 00. Hence a> H- s - e for any e (and H sufficiently large), so 
00 
L aj(1 +eaai )-1:o;;; L aj e-aai 
j>H j=H+1 
= o( f r-ee -a i'-') = O(a -1-1/(s-e») 
j=H+1 
= O(H s+1+e). 
Thus 
and the proof of (2.19) is complete. 
Let 
By (2.16) of Lemma 2.1, 
n eaaj 
< - L (I-cos 8aj) (1 aa.)2 j=1 +e J 
:0;;; -c .~ 11 8aj112 • }=1 21T 
If 21T(2aH )-1:0;;; 181:0;;; 1T, then by condition (I) we find that 
Re gn(8, a) < -f(H) log H, 
where f(H) ~ 00 as H ~ 00. If 0:0;;; 181:0;;; 21T(2aH )-1, then (2.22) yields 
H 
Re gn(8, a):o;;;-c82 L a7. j=1 
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(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
Let us now choose 80 = H- s - 2 / 5 , and select K to be the largest j :0;;; n such that aj80 :O;;; 1/10. 
If K+l:O;;;j:O;;;n, then a,,:O;;;8ij1/10 :o;;;aK+1; hence loga,,-(s+2/5)logH, and so if H<n 
(and log a - -s log H) 
log(aja) ~ log(a"a) > (2/5 - e) log H > e 
for large H, while if H = n, it follows that K = n and the set of j satisfying K + 1 :0;;; j:O;;; n 
is empty. Thus we may apply (2.17) to the range K + 1 :0;;; j:O;;; n and expansion (2.18) for 
1 :o;;;j:o;;; K to obtain, for 0:0;;; 181:0;;; 80 , 
. " aj 1 2" 2 e aai 
gn(8, a) = 18 L 1 + aa.- z8 L aj (1 + aa.)2 j=1 e J j=1 e J 
• n aj 1 2 , 
=18 L -1 aa.-Z8 En 
j=1 +e ' 
(2.25) 
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We now proceed to use the above expansions to estimate 11. If 
S = exp( ak + il log(1 + e-aal)) , 
then 
'IT 
11 = as f exp(gn (e, a) - ike) de. 27T 
By (2.24) and (2.20) the integral over eo ~ lei ~ 27T(2aH )-1 is 
a (J exp( -c9' J, aJ) d9) ~ 0( (9, J, af ex~ -c9: J, aJ)), 
since for any A> 0, 
00 
f e -ux 2 dx ~ (2uA)-1 exp( - uA 2). 
A 
By (2.20) this is of the form (2.26). 
(2.26) 
Finally, we consider the interval 0 ~ I el ~ 80 . Here, if K + 1 ~ nand H < n, then, as we have seen, 
log(aalC )> (2/5 -e) logH 
as H ... 00. Thus, in this case, 
f: aj e -aa j = o( r (K + j).-E e -a (K+i)' -') 
j=lC+l j=l 
= O(e -H1/ 1O) = O(H- IOs-IO). 
Thus, in view of (2.21), 
Therefore 
80 
= f exp( _!e2 B~)(1 + O(H-1/ 10)) de 
-80 
80 
= f exp( _!82B~) de + O(H-l/lO(B~)-!). 
-80 
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Now if H is large enough, then (J~B~;;;'; 100 say, and 
f exp( - !(J2B~) d(J;;;.; (../2;-lO-IO)(B~)-!. 
-110 
These inequalities together show that, for H sufficiently large, 
II;;;'; ;! {2(B~)-!-2'7TH-f(H)} 
79 
We next estimate 12 • For (Jo ..;I(JI..; '7T, the same estimates apply as for It. On the other 
hand, for I(JI..; (JQ, we obtain 
60 60 f (J exp(gn((J, a) ..,.. ik(J) d(J = f (J exp{ - !(J2 B~ + O(j(J1 3 H 3s+ 1+e + H-IOS-IO)} d(J 
-~ -~ 
60 
= f (J exp( -!(J2B~) d(J 
-60 
+ a (H"'''' I 0' exp( - 10' B;) dO) 
+ a~-w.-<o 10 exp( -!O'B;) dO) 
since in the first integral the integrand is odd and so the integral vanishes. Therefore 
where, as before, f(H) -+ 00 as H -+ 00. To obtain II + 12 > 0 for large H, it will thus suffice 
to prove that 
as H -+ 00. Suppose first that H < n. Then 
while by (2.20) 
1 log--log aH -s 10gH, 
a 
log B~ - (2s + 1) log H, 
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-, 
so the inequality follows. Suppose next that H ~ n. We have, for H sufficiently large, 
a ~ 3B~! log! n 
and since aa .. ,;;; 1, 
this implies that 
and the inequality follows again. This gives the first part of Theorem 2. 
Indeed the analysis with very little additional effort gives the asymptotic behaviour of 
II as H (or n) goes to infinity. It also applies to the integral representation of bk to give 
the asymptotic behaviour of bk and the second part of Theorem 2. 
It is easily verified that if \k - N/2\ = O(B~ log! n), then 
hence 
a =4(N/2-k)B~I(1+0(n-! +£)), 
ak = f aaj(l+ea a;)- 1 = aN/2-a 2B .. /4+O(a 2C")' j=1 
f 10g(1 +e-aa;) = n log 2-aN/2+a 2B"/8+0(a 3C"), j=1 
exp( ak + jtl 10g(1 +e-aa;)) _2" exp( -2(k -N/2f/B"). 
It may now be verified that when this relation is substituted into the asymptotic formula 
of Theorem 2 we again obtain the asymptotic formula of Theorem 3. 
3. HUGHES' RESULT 
We now show that n ~ ~ 1 (1 + X k) is a unimodal polynomial for all values of n. From 
now on we let bn,k be defined by 
" "(n+l)/2 " (" - 1)/ 2 
n (l+x k)= L b",kxk=(l+x") L bn_l,kx k 
k=l k=l k=l 
and so 
b".k = b"-I.k + b,, - I.k - n' (3.1) 
Suppose that b" - l.k increases with k up to n(n -1)/4 and then decreases. Then from 
(3.1) b".k increases with k up to k = n (n -1)/4 and decreases with k for k ~ n (n -1)/4 + n. 
This leaves the range n(n+1)/4-n/2,;;;k';;;n(n+1)/4+n/2 to consider. If we prove 
that bn•k is unimodal in this range for n greater than some explicit bound, then clearly 
we can use induction to obtain the Hughes' result. Hence we first prove the following 
special case of Hughes' result. 
THEOREM 4. lIn ~ 60 and n(n + 1)/4 ~ k ~ n(n + 1)/4 - n then b".k > b",k- l. lIn ~60 
and n(n + 1)/4,;;; k,;;; n(n + 1)/4+ n then bn•k > bn,k+l. 
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It may be verified thatthe polynomial n: = 1 (1 + X k) is a symmetric unimodal polynomial 
for n ,,;;; 59 and so from Theorem 4 we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. The polynomials n:=1 (1 + Xk) are symmetric unimodal polynomials. 
To prove Theorem 4 we make the proof of Theorem 3 explicit. The main obstacle to 
doing so is the fact that our estimates for 13 are not explicit and we must use different 
techniques. 
Corresponding to Equation (2.2) we have 
1 
'2 
b'(m)=-bn•m =-2n +2 7T fJsin(21TfJm) n cos(1TkfJ)dfJ a J n am k=1 
o 
= _2n + 2 1TI. 
In view of the above comments we may consider 0,,;;; m ,,;;; n corresponding to n (n + 1)/4,,;;; 
k";;;n(n+l)/4+n and show b'(m)<O. (Since b'(-m)= -b'(m) this is sufficient.) We 
shall require the following explicit estimates. 
LEMMA. For Ix I,,;;; 1, 
cos x ;:. e -yx2 
where 'Y = -log cos (1) = 0·615626 ... , and/or Ixl ,,;;;2, 
PROOF. Suppose that 
h (x) =: e yx 2 cos x. 
Then it is readily seen that for 0,,;;; x ,,;;; 1, hl/(x) < O. Since h (0) = h (1) = I, this proves that 
h (x) ;:. 1 for x E [0, 1 J. To prove the second inequality, note that (sin x) / x ;:. 1 - X 2/6 for 
all x, so 
forlxl";;;18~. 
We now write 
where 
2 sm x X;t x . ( 2 4)( 2) exp (x /3) --;:. 1 +-+- I--
x 3 18 6 
2 6 X x 
=1+---;:'1 
6 108 
6 
1= L Ii, 
i=1 
Ii = f fJ sin (21TmfJ) Ii cos( 7TkfJ) dfJ 
k = l 
Iii 
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and 
8j 8: 
1 0 
1 
7Tn 
1 1 2 
2n 7Tn 
1 1 
3 2n n 
1 1 
4 2";~ n 
1 1 1 5 2~ 2~ 2 
1 1 1 
6 -
2 2~ 2 
To evaluate I h we note that by the Lemma, if 0 ~ 8 ~ (7Tn) - \ 
8 sin(27Tm8) k~1 cos(7Tk8);;;' 27Tm 82 exp{ -~ 7T2n282 _'?7T282 kt e} 
2 { 2 3 2( 4 Y( 3 1 ))} 
=27Tm8 exp -8 n 7T 3n +6" 2+;+ n2 
;;;.27Tm82 exp{ -cn382} 
for n ;;;. 60, where c = 2·2955. Hence 
II;;;' c~~'S (v,;:- i ul e -" dU). 
cn/1T2 
This last integral is easily seen after integrating by parts to be ~ 0·0003; hence 
4m C> 
II;;;' 5n 4 .S ' 
To estimate 12 note that cos 8 ~ e -92/2, 181 ~ 7T/2, so 
(2n)-1 
1121 ~ 27Tm f 82 e -(1T2 92 /2lE:k 2 d8 
(1Tn)-l 
2 1 (1 1 ) ~2m7Texp(-n(n+1)(2n+1)/(12n »3n3 '8- 7T 3 
27Tm 3 n/6(1 1) ~-3-n- e- '8- 7T3 ~0·006h 
On the other intervals we use 
Unimodality of some partition polynomials 
or 
cos
2 
X = 1-sin2 x ~exp( -sin2 x -!sin4 x) 
as the occasion demands. 
For (2n )-1 ~ fJ ~ 1/ n, sin(-7TnfJ) cos(n + 1)fJ < 0, so 
n • 2 n sin 11'nfJ cos 11'(n + 1)fJ n L sm 11'kfJ =-2 ~-
k=l 2 sin 11'fJ 2' 
and so 
l/n 
1131 ~ 211'm f fJ2 e -n/4 dfJ 
(2n)-1 
- 211'm -n/4 -3(1 1) 0 0004 I 
- -3- e n -8 ~ • 1· 
In the estimate of 14 and Is we can use the fact that 
n • 2 n 1 n 2 2 -1 L sm 11'kfJ~ . ~--{211'fJi(1-11' fJ;/6)} , 
k=l 2 2 sm 11'fJi 2 
;. • 4 k 3n 1 cos 11'(n + 1)fJ sin 11'nfJ 1 cos 11'(2n + 2)fJ sin 11'2nfJ 
I... sm 11' fJ=--- +- ---------
k=l 8 2 sin 11'fJ 8 sin 211'fJ 
3n 1 1 
>-
8 2 sin 11'fJi 8 sin 211'fJi 
3n 2 2 }-1 2 2 -1 ~8-{211'fJi(1-11' fJ;/6) -{1611'fJi (1-211' fJ;/3)} . 
We then find that 
1/51 ~ 0·253ft. 
To estimate 16 , we use the fact that 
and so 
Therefore 
I(sin 211'nfJ)/sin(211'fJ)1 ~ n, 
n 3n 1 
L sin4 11'kfJ ~-8 - 2' fJ 
k=l sm 11' 6 
1 
2: 
n n 1 
8= 4- 2 sin 11'fJ6' 
1/61 ~ 211'm f fJ2 exp( - ~; + 811'fJ6(1 ~ 11'2fJ~/6)) dfJ 
116 
83 
84 A. M. Odlyzko and L. B. Richmond 
Collecting all our estimates, we obtain 
IJ2 III :so; 0.54110 
which proves that b'(m) < 0 for O:SO; m :so; n and thus Theorem 4 follows at once. 
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